DELTA
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SYSTEMS
A comprehensive fail-safe system to monitor, plan, assess and respond to worksite incidents using real-time information with around-the-clock monitoring
and remote accessing.
Scalable and customisable, the system can be configured to meet the needs of
any industrial site, providing effective, efficient maintenance and actionable
incident management. The system allows you to disseminate remote, immediate
communications to your team in the event of an incident while creating an audit
trail that can’t be tampered with, limiting liability.
Delta Integrated System has two software modules for complete reporting and
management of all critical services equipment which increases efficiency saves
on manpower and eliminates human error.
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Delta Integrated Systems Incident Management System
The incident management system is a powerful front end solution for
monitoring and managing facilities and larger systems. The system is perfect
for monitoring operations across multiple sites from a single central location
with the ability to inform users of various levels of events or work
requirements in their assigned areas.
The software can be opened in any modern browser and also comes with a
companion phone app for on the move notifications and updates. When an
event occurs, users can be assigned to investigate or rectify the error and then
get a completion form signed off, all of which is automatically logged for audit
reporting purposes.

Delta Integrated Webserver Software
A customised front end solution perfect for simple information based
monitoring systems. The system is fully scalable, allowing for an integrated
system across multiple sites monitoring hundreds of nodes or a simple locally
based solution monitoring a single node. The Webserver is almost entirely
customised with the background image, icons, alert types and banner being
adjustable. It is also designed to be a fully responsive web solution, resizing to
fit onto any size of screen from mobile phones to widescreen displays.
All of our systems work by using the innovative SNAP® operating system, a
wireless, self-healing mesh network that collects and transmits information
critical to any installation or any site. The mesh network is capable of
monitoring in the region of 5,000 nodes or remote devices. Our standard I/O
devices can be connected to simple switch units or any 4-20 mA input from
pressure, flow, level, gas or any other transducer with a 4-20mA output.
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Fire system interface
In addition to our standard range of devices specialist valve monitoring devices
are also available allowing for remote monitoring of Sprinkler Flow Switches,
Tamper Switches, Pressure switches or any other simple switch input to be
connected to any alarm panel wirelessly in accordance with various standards.
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This range of devices enables a user to announce all the mechanical fire
protection items on an existing or new fire alarm panel and having all the alarms
managed in one place. As the system is wireless, this saves time and money on
installation cost, making it ideal for both new and retrofit scenarios.
The Fire Panel Interface connects to the fire alarm panel using the fire alarm
manufacturers standard input modules installed on the addressable loop. In the
event of an alarm from the field, the Fire Panel Interface operates the
appropriate input module. To meet with Factory Mutual requirements, the Fire
Panel Interface announces three different types of alarm, these being Alarm,
Trouble and Supervisory inputs.
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Delta Fire Australasia is known throughout Australia in the fire protection
industry for fire extinguishers to fire suppression systems for vehicle, industrial
applications and kitchen protection.
The company has made a strategic move to increase its innovative offerings by
adding unprecedented monitoring for your fire and services equipment through
Delta Integrated Systems.
With the Delta Integrated Monitoring System, your fire suppression solutions can
be monitored around the clock from anywhere, providing you with better
management of those systems than ever before.
Fail-safe, real-time technology to monitor your facility's assets and raise alerts.
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